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Thermal Properties of
Metal-Coated Vertically Aligned
Single-Wall Nanotube Arrays
Owing to their high thermal conductivities, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising for
use in advanced thermal interface materials. While there has been much previous re-
search on the properties of isolated CNTs, there are few thermal data for aligned films of
single wall nanotubes. Furthermore, such data for nanotube films do not separate volume
from interface thermal resistances. This paper uses a thermoreflectance technique to
measure the volumetric heat capacity and thermal interface resistance and to place a
lower bound on the internal volume resistance of a vertically aligned single wall CNT
array capped with an aluminum film and palladium adhesion layer. The total thermal
resistance of the structure, including volume and interface contributions, is
12 m2 K MW−1. The data show that the top and bottom interfaces of the CNT array
strongly reduce its effective vertical thermal conductivity. A low measured value for the
effective volumetric heat capacity of the CNT array shows that only a small volume
fraction of the CNTs participate in thermal transport by bridging the two interfaces. A
thermal model of transport in the array exploits the volumetric heat capacity to extract
an individual CNT-metal contact resistance of 10 m2 K1 GW−1 (based on the annular
area Aa=�db), which is equivalent to the volume resistance of 14 nm of thermal SiO2.
This work strongly indicates that increasing the fraction of CNT-metal contacts can
reduce the total thermal resistance below 1 m2 K MW−1. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2885159�

Keywords: vertically aligned carbon nanotubes, thermal interface resistance, thermore-
flectance thermometry, thermal interface material, single wall carbon nanotube
ntroduction
The outstanding thermal properties of carbon nanotubes

CNTs�, particularly their extraordinary thermal conduction prop-
rties, have generated considerable interest and research activity.
ast work investigated the thermal properties of individual single
all nanotubes �1–9�, multiwalled nanotubes �10,11�, bulk films
f nanotubes �12,13�, nanotube composites �14–19�, and aligned
rrays of mulitwalled nanotubes �20–22�. A very promising appli-
ation is the use of vertically aligned arrays of CNTs as thermal
nterface materials �TIMs� for electronic systems. TIMs require a
igh thermal conductivity, a low thermal interface resistance with
he adjacent microprocessor and heat sink, as well as significant

echanical compliance to help minimize the impact of mis-
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matched thermal expansion coefficients. Many TIM materials,
such as particle-filled organics and related composites, offer ex-
cellent mechanical compliance with the penalty of relatively poor
thermal conductivity. Other materials, such as alloyed metals and
eutectics, offer relatively good thermal conduction properties with
the penalty of poor mechanical compliance and reliability con-
cerns related to thermal cycling. CNT films, which consist of
many flexible nanotubes, may eventually provide both high ther-
mal conductivity and lateral compliance, a truly unique combina-
tion of properties that could be very attractive for interfaces in
electronic systems. However, past work has suggested that the
thermal performance of CNT films is impeded by high thermal
interface resistances, indicating that more detailed measurements
and improved fabrication methods will be needed.

The thermal conductivity of individual single wall CNTs
�SWNTs� and multiwall CNTs �MWNTs� has been the subject of
recent theoretical and experimental research activity. Experimen-

tal and molecular dynamic studies have yielded room temperature
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hermal conductivities of individual SWNTs in the range of
500–6600 W m−1 K−1 �1–4�. For MWNTs, past research yielded
imilar values in the range of 2000–3000 W m−1 K−1 �10,11�.
heoretical works predict that ballistic transport effects, interface
cattering, and modification to the phonon modes in submicron
ength individual SWNTs tend to reduce their thermal conductiv-
ty to values below 350 W m−1 K−1 �5–9�. Likewise, measure-

ents of bulk CNT films yielded lower thermal conductivities in
he range of 20–200 W m−1 K−1 �12,13�. The discrepancy be-
ween the thermal conductivities of individual CNTs and their
alue in bulk films can be attributed to various effects. In particu-
ar, tube-tube contact, tube-matrix contact, and an increased defect
ensity due to bulk film preparation methods may reduce the pho-
on mean free path compared to its value in individual tubes. The
ube-matrix contact has been the focus of several studies
14,15,23�. Furthermore, the defined area of heat flow through the
anoscale geometries of both the individual constituent tubes and
he film itself is often ambiguous and subject to variation, directly
nfluencing the reported values of CNT thermal conductivities.
his problem is particularly acute with MWNT films, which often
xhibit significant variations in individual tube cross-sectional ar-
as within a film.

Although the bulk thermal performance of CNT films falls short
f the theoretical expectations, the use of CNTs as fillers in ad-
anced TIMs and in nanostructured composite films greatly im-
roves the thermal performance of the material. A CNT volume
raction of 1% showed an increase in the effective thermal con-
uctivity of 2.5 in silicon oil �16� and 125% for epoxy �17�. Simi-
arly, by suspending SWNTs randomly oriented in a polymethyl

ethacrylate �PMMA� composite, Guthy et al. �18� measured a
hermal conductivity enhancement that saturated at 240% for

vol % SWNTs. Additionally, Hu et al. �19� combined CNTs with
raditional nickel fillers, creating a sevenfold increase in the effec-
ive thermal conductivity of the base fluid, twice that of a nickel
anoparticle filler alone.

Other investigations showed that creating vertically aligned
NT films better utilizes the outstanding thermal conductivity of

ndividual CNTs. Using the 3� method, Hu et al. �20� measured
he room temperature thermal conductivity of a 13 �m thick ver-
ically aligned MWNT film grown on silicon to be 75 W m−1 K−1,
hich outperforms that of randomly oriented tube samples. How-

ver, the total thermal resistance of the aligned CNT TIM was
ound to be 16 m2 K MW−1, which still falls well short of theo-
etical expectations. Yang et al. �21� performed a similar measure-
ent of MWNT films using a thermoreflectance technique and

ound the effective thermal conductivities to be around
5 W m−1 K−1, with total thermal resistances falling in the range
f 0.8–2.9 m2 K MW−1. Even accounting for porosity effects, the
educed performance of these aligned MWNT films indicates that
he thermal boundary resistance between the CNT and the sub-
trate is the problem.

Much of the variation observed in the previous data can be
ttributed to the impact of thermal interface resistances in CNT
lms. The relative importance of thermal interface resistance in
NT based TIMs was recently confirmed by Tong et al. �22� in a

ransient phase sensitive photothermal measurement of an aligned
WNT TIM. The TIM was formed by dry adhesion of a 7 �m

hick MWNT array, grown on a Si wafer, to a glass plate. The
otal resistance of the TIM was measured to be 12 m2 K MW−1,
hich was dominated by the dry glass interface resistance of
1 m2 K MW−1. The importance of the thermal interface resis-
ance in CNT arrays motivates its further study as well as the need
or metrology that focuses on this property.

In this paper, we measure and model the room temperature
hermal properties of a 28 �m thick metal-coated vertically
ligned SWNT film using a nanosecond thermoreflectance tech-
ique. Our objective is to extract, model, and illuminate the gov-
rning physics of the interface resistance. A 6 ns heating pulse

rom a frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG �yttrium alumi-
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num garnet� laser generates a transient temperature field in the
metalized film, and the combination of submicrosecond laser-
reflectance thermometry and effective medium modeling extracts
the vertical distribution of area-averaged thermal properties in the
system. The transient time scales of the measurement provide a
means to separate the relative importance of thermal resistance
within the film from those of the film boundaries. Isolating the
thermal boundary resistances and measurement of the CNT volu-
metric heat capacity enables an understanding of the low mea-
sured effective thermal conductivity of the aligned SWNTs. This
study provides insight into the physical mechanisms governing the
thermal resistance in aligned CNT films, which will enable inno-
vations in fabrication technology to reduce the total thermal resis-
tance and lead to promising interface materials.

Experimental Method

Sample Preparation. The aligned SWNT sample was prepared
as follows. First, an iron film 1–2 Å thick is deposited using
electron beam evaporation on a 10 nm thick thermal oxide layer
grown on the silicon substrate. Subsequent annealing in oxygen at
550°C produced a monolayer of �1.3 nm diameter iron clusters
to act as catalysts for the CNT growth. The CNT synthesis was
carried out in a coupled-rf chemical vapor deposition �CVD�
plasma system with a mixture of methane, hydrogen, and oxygen.
Additional details of the CNT growth process are discussed in
Ref. �24�.

The scanning electron microscopy �SEM� profile of the sample
in Fig. 1�a� shows that the tube length is 28 �m. Raman data �24�
indicate that the SWNT diameter d is in the range of 1–2 nm,
with the average being close to the average catalyst diameter of
�1.3 nm. Since the SWNT growth conditions yield approxi-
mately one nanotube per iron catalyst cluster �24�, we estimate the
SWNT number density to be 8.7�1016 m−2 based on the thick-
ness of the deposited catalyst layer and cluster diameter after an-
nealing. This number density corresponds to a volume fraction of
�12% based on the average SWNT annular area Aa=�db, where
we use an average diameter of d=1.3 nm and b=3.4 Å, the thick-
ness of a graphene plane. A premetalization topographic profile,
produced by scanning atomic force microscopy �AFM�, of the top
of the CNT film is shown in Fig. 1�b� and indicates that the rms
roughness of the film is �60 nm.

Prior to the evaporation of the 160 nm thick aluminum film, an
initial evaporation of a 20 nm thick palladium film on the exposed
CNT ends enhances the metal-CNT contact interface. A SEM im-
age �Fig. 1�c�� of the top of the metal film taken after deposition
shows that the surface is rough and porous on the submicron
scale. The potential effects of the film porosity on its optical prop-
erties will be considered in the following section.

Experimental Setup and Procedure. The thermal properties
of the metallized SWNT film are measured using a thermoreflec-
tance technique in which a high power pump laser induces a tran-
sient temperature field in the metal film. The reflected intensity of
a second low power cw probe laser, being proportional to the
metal temperature, provides a dynamic measurement of the tem-
perature response of the metal film. The thermoreflectance tech-
nique has been used in the nanosecond regime to characterize the
thermal properties of thin films �21,25,26� in the picosecond re-
gime to measure both the thermal properties of thin films and their
interfaces �27–29� and in the femtosecond regime to measure
electron and phonon processes �30,31�.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the optical path and experimental
configuration along with a schematic of the sample geometry. A
650 MHz photodiode and amplifier measure the reflected intensity
of a 10 mW diode laser at 637 nm wavelength, which is focused
on the sample with a spot size of approximately 10 �m. The metal
film on top of the CNTs is heated using a 10 Hz, 6 ns pulse width
Nd:YAG laser, frequency doubled to 532 nm.
The transient metal temperature is measured through the tem-
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perature dependence of its dielectric constant �32�. The linearized
temperature dependent reflectivity �33�, defines the thermoreflec-
tance coefficient Ctr as

�R

R0
� Ctr�T �1�

where R0 is a reference reflectivity and T is the metal temperature.
Since for most metals, Ctr is approximately constant �32,34�,

the reflected probe intensity is proportional to the metal surface
temperature.

The surface topography and porous structure of the metalized
CNT films pose significant challenges for photothermal diagnos-
tics. Due to porosity, the optical radiation may be absorbed on
both the surface of the metal film and in its pores. However, since
all thermal diffusion time scales in the aluminum film are sub-
nanosecond and below the temporal resolution of the equipment,
it is inconsequential whether the radiation is absorbed strictly on
the metal surface or within the pores of the metal layer.

The transmission of optical radiation through the metal may
lead to the possibility of energy absorption in the structure under-
lying the film, complicating the solution to the heat diffusion
equations. Data from the image analysis of the SEM image in Fig.
1�c� bounds the potential unmetallized regions to less than 5%.
The subwavelength of the nature of the pores further reduces the
transmitted radiation by a factor of �r /��4 �35,36�, where r is the
hole radius yielding a net energy transmission factor less than 5
�10−4. Furthermore, the near field radiation is appreciable only
within �4r �36� of the hole and is thus much less than the thermal
diffusion distance ��4 �m� into the CNT film during the laser
pulse. These conclusions render the transmission of optical radia-
tion through the metal film insignificant.

on Si—the tube length is 28 �m. The SWNT
n average of approximately 1.3 nm. „b… AFM
ich indicates that the rms surface roughness
ter it has been deposited on CNTs. The image
low 100 nm.
Fig. 1 „a… SEM profile of aligned SWNTs grown
diameter ranges between 1 nm and 2 nm, with a
topographic profile of the top of the CNT film, wh
is È60 nm. „c… SEM of the top of the metal film af
shows that the metal film is porous at a scale be
ig. 2 „a… Schematic of the thermoreflectance thermometry
xperimental setup including the optical and signal paths. „b…
chematic of the sample geometry. The initial deposition of a
0 nm thick layer of palladium on the SWNT ends forms an
dhesion layer with the 160 nm thick aluminum film used for
The relatively large surface roughness of the metal film
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�100 nm� augments absorption such that care must be taken to
void damage and delamination. The mechanical compliance, po-
osity, and mismatched thermal expansion behavior of the metal
oating and underlying CNT film may lead to significant tempera-
ure induced changes in the surface topography and associated
hermoreflectance coefficient. The value of Ctr may also be influ-
nced by microstructural changes in the metal film with tempera-
ure, which are related to the reflectivity through electron scatter-
ng and the plasma frequency.

We address the above concerns about photothermal interaction
ith the film through a strong reduction in the heating laser flu-

nce and careful verification that Ctr is constant and reproducible
n the temperature range of the measurement. For different laser
owers, the normalized thermal response trace collapsed to a
ingle shape that depends only on the thermal properties within
he structure. Furthermore, the amplitude of the peak reflected
robe intensity scaled in direct proportion to the pump power.
hese results indicate that the interaction of the metal with both

asers is linear and reproducible.

Data Extraction Model and Method. To extract the thermal
roperties of the CNT film, we fit the experimentally measured
hermal response to an analytical solution of the heat diffusion
quation based on effective area-averaged thermal properties. As
ong as heat is fully absorbed by the metal layer and is forced to
onduct through the CNT film and into the substrate, the solution
f the heat diffusion equation using effective area-averaged prop-
rties is a fully rigorous mathematical treatment of the physics and
oes not require knowledge of the CNT volume fraction. Solving
he heat diffusion equation reduces to a 1D problem since the
iameter of the heating pulse �d�6 mm� is much greater than any
f the thermal diffusion distances into the structure during the
easurement. The governing equation in each layer is

�Tj�x,t�
�t

− � j

�2Tj�x,t�
�x2 = 0 �2�

here Tj is the temperature and �i is the thermal diffusivity of the
jth material. We solve the 1D heat diffusion equation by trans-
orming Eq. �2� to the frequency domain

�2� j��,x�
�x2 +

i�

� j
� j��,x� = 0 �3�

here � j is the Fourier transform of the temperature field and
hich has the general solution

� j��,x� = aj���ei�i�/�jx + bj���e−i�i�/�jx �4�

he laser heating is modeled as a heat flux boundary condition on
op of the metal film with a Gaussian shaped heat pulse

qlaser� �t� = − kAl� �TAl�t,x�
�x

�
0

�5�

qlaser� �t� =� 1

�	2
AlLAlcp,Al�Tmaxe
−t2/	2

�6�

here 	 is the e−1 laser pulse width �6 ns�, �Tmax is the peak
emperature change, kAl, 
Al, LAl, and cp,Al is the aluminum ther-
al conductivity, density, thickness, and heat capacity, respec-

ively. The silicon wafer is assumed to be semi-infinite since the
hermal diffusion time through the silicon is much larger than the

icrosecond time scale of the measurement.
The interfaces between the aligned CNT film and both the
etal film and the SiO2 film provide four boundary conditions,

qAl-CNT� = �RCNT-Pd,eff� �−1
„TAl�LAl� − TCNT�0�… = − kAl� �TAl

�x
�

LAl
�7�

52401-4 / Vol. 130, MAY 2008
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− kAl� �TAl

�x
�

xAl=LAl

= − kCNT,eff� �TCNT

�x
�

xCNT=0
�8�

qCNT-SiO2
� = �RCNT-SiO2,eff� �−1

„TCNT�LCNT� − TSiO2
�0�…

= − kSiO2
� �TSiO2

�x
�

xSiO2
=0

�9�

− kCNT,eff� �TAl

�x
�

xCNT=LCNT

= − kSiO2
� �TSiO2

�x
�

xSiO2
=0

�10�

where kCNT,eff is the area-averaged CNT thermal conductivity and
RCNT-Pd,eff� and RCNT-SiO2,eff� are the area-averaged contact resis-
tances between the CNTs and the palladium adhesion layer and
oxide films, respectively. We define the resistance at the metal-
lized contact as RCNT-Pd,eff� because the nanotubes directly contact
the palladium adhesion layer underlying the aluminum film. An
inverse Fourier transform converts the frequency domain solution
back to the time domain, which we then fit to the experimental
thermal data using a least squares curve fit algorithm.

Fitting the thermal model to the measured data is an inverse
heat transfer analysis requiring the simultaneous fit of the four
unknown parameters in the governing equations: kCNT,eff, CCNT,eff
�through �CNT,eff�, RCNT-Pd,eff� , and RCNT-SiO2,eff� . The impact and
sensitivity of variation in each parameter on the shape of the ther-
mal response is unique and evident at different time scales be-
cause each appears in a unique way though the governing equa-
tions �Eqs. �3� and �7�–�10�� and is localized in the vertical
direction. Since the measurement is capable of resolving time
scales below the thermal diffusion time through the CNT film,
these properties can be accurately and individually resolved. We
verified this capability by a mathematically rigorous parametric
variation study of the best-fit solution of the heat diffusion equa-
tion to the experimental data.

Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows a representative thermal response for the

sample along with the least squares best-fit analytical solution
evaluated with the average of the extracted properties. Nine mea-
surements at multiple locations on the samples and at multiple
laser pump powers were individually fit to the analytical heat
diffusion model, and the effective parameters were averaged to
produce the results shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows the corre-

Fig. 3 Typical thermal response trace data for a particular
measurement „solid… for the 28 �m sample along with the best-
fit analytical solution evaluated with the average best-fit param-
eters summarized in Table 1 below „dashed…. The data show
two characteristic decay time scales during the measurement:
the initial rapid decay lasting È0.5 �s followed by a longer de-
cay lasting È4 �s.
sponding rms error in the data, which is dominated by variations
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n the shape of the trace and uncertainty due to amplitude noise.
rrors due to the sensitivity of the least squares fitting algorithm
pplied to a single thermal response trace generally contribute less
han 10% error for each parameter.

An estimate of the thermal diffusion time through the CNT film
ualitatively explains the particular shape of the thermal trace in
ig. 3, which displays an initial rapid decay lasting �0.5 �s fol-

owed by a second, slower decay lasting �4 �s. The characteris-
ic thermal diffusion time through the SWNT film is given by

diff=LCNT
2 /�CNT, where LCNT=28 �m is the thickness of the

NTs and �CNT is the individual CNT thermal diffusivity. From
he measurement of cp=660 mJ g−1 K−1 by Hone et al. �37� and
he CNT unit cell volume, we estimate Cv,a to be 1.5 MJ m−3 K−1,
hich is the volumetric heat capacity for an individual SWNT

ompatible with the area definition, Aa=�db. Combined with a
alue of kCNT=3600 W m−1 K−1 �4�, �CNT�2.4�10−3 m2 s−1

nd tdiff=0.33 �s, which is in reasonable agreement with the time
cale for the initial rapid decay demonstrated by the data. Conse-
uently, the initial decay rate for times less than tdiff is relatively
nsensitive to the CNT-oxide contact resistance. A rigorous para-

etric variation study of the fitting parameters in the analytical
odel verified that the initial rapid decay rate is dominated by

CNT-Pd,eff� and that RCNT-SiO2,eff� dominates the long-time decay
haracteristics.

Due to the large effective thermal interface resistances in the
tructure, the measurement only yields a potential lower bound of
8 W m−1 K−1 for the area-averaged thermal conductivity of the

rray, which corresponds to a total CNT resistance below
3.5 m2 K MW−1. No solution fit was attainable for thermal con-

uctivities lower than this value, and the fit of the remaining pa-
ameters to the data trace was insensitive to conductivities at and
bove this value.

The data in Table 1 show that the effective CNT heat capacity is
uite low, even accounting for the nanotube film porosity. Because
he heat capacity is expected to be relatively insensitive to inter-
ace effects, the data suggest that only a fraction of the CNTs
ontribute to the volumetric specific heat. The ratio of the mea-
ured effective heat capacity to the volumetric heat capacity of an
ndividual tube �feff,C� provides an estimate of the effective vol-
me fraction of CNTs contributing to the thermal capacity in the
tructure,

feff,C =
CCNT,eff

Cv,a
= 0.0035 �11�

hich includes the contributions to the porosity occurring within
n individual tube and does not require precise knowledge of the
WNT diameter. Based on an estimated average nanotube diam-
ter of 1.3 nm, feff,C corresponds to the number density of 2.5
1015 m−2, which is much less than the prior estimate of the

WNT yield based on the catalyst preparation conditions. A ther-
al model for transport within the nanotube structure presented in

he subsequent section concludes that the effective volume frac-

able 1 Best-fit values averaged from multiple measurements
f CCNT,eff, RCNT-Pd,eff� , RCNT-SiO2,eff� , and kCNT,eff for the 28 �m thick
ample along with their associated uncertainty. The uncertainty

s calculated from the rms variation in extracted parameters
ndividually fitted to multiple measurements.

Parameter Average result
Uncertainty

�%�

CCNT,eff 5.2 kJ m−3 K−1 12%
RCNT-Pd,eff� 2.9 m2 K1 MW−1 21%

RCNT-SiO2,eff� 9.1 m2 K1 MW−1 31%
kCNT,eff �8 W m−1 K−1 —
ion of CNTs contributing to the thermal resistance in the CNT

ournal of Heat Transfer
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array �feff,R� is nearly identical to feff,C. Scaling the lower bound
on the area-averaged effective CNT thermal conductivity by this
fraction provides an estimate of �2300 W m−1 K−1 for the lower
bound on the intrinsic conductivity of an individual SWNT mea-
sured in this study.

Since the CNT thermal resistance is small in comparison to the
interface contributions, the total effective thermal resistance of the
SWNT structure is determined by the sum of the boundary resis-
tances to be RSWNT,tot� =12 m2 K MW−1. This value is comparable
to the values of 12–23 m2 K MW−1 �20,22,38� for aligned
MWNT array structures measured in prior work. The lower per-
formance of the MWNT arrays may be due to the decrease in
conformability of the shorter nanotubes, an increase in surface
roughness of the MWNT arrays, or a significantly lower intrinsic
resistance of MWNTs. Although the contact between the SWNT
and the metal is probably much stronger than the van der Waal
dominated contact in the MWNT experiments, the use of pressure
most likely increased the number of tubes contacting the interface
in the MWNT experiments.

Thermal Model for Conduction in CNT Films
In this section, we propose a hypothesis for the nanoscale

SWNT-metal contact geometry that aims to explain the unexpect-
edly low values of the effective heat capacity and large interface
resistances presented in Table 1. Related to this hypothesis, we
develop an approximate thermal model of heat transport within
the CNT film with the purpose of understanding the relationship
between the effective volume fraction of tubes that contribute to
the heat capacity and those that contribute to the thermal resis-
tance within the CNT array. Through this understanding, we can
estimate the intrinsic thermal contact resistance between an indi-
vidual SWNT and a metal film from the measured data.

Since the aluminum film �Fig. 1�c�� is porous with its nominal
thickness of 160 nm being comparable to the 60 nm rms CNT
surface roughness, we believe that incomplete contact between the
SWNTs and the metal film reduces the CNT volume fraction that
contributes to heat conduction significantly below the 12 vol % of
CNTs estimated from the catalyst preparation conditions. Figure 4
schematically illustrates our belief that the uneven CNT surface

Fig. 4 Schematic illustrating the hypothesis that a subset of
the CNTs is in good thermal contact with the porous and dis-
continuous evaporated film. The data suggest that the over-
whelming majority of the heat transport is brought about by
longer tubes that fully contact the metal film. We use a thermal
circuit model to account for lateral thermal transport in the CNT
film. The heat flows into the central tube that is in thermal con-
tact with the metal film and then flow laterally through the in-
tertube coupling resistance to surrounding tubes. We reduce
the thermal network to a frequency dependant parallel equiva-
lent RC thermal circuit, which is what is experimentally
measured.
topography due to the variation in SWNT heights, combined with
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he porosity of the metal film, causes the metal to make poor
ontact, particularly with the shorter nanotubes in the array.

To understand how the hypothesized contact geometry relates
o the film thermal properties, we suggest a simple geometric

odel for the incomplete CNT-metal thermal contact in which we
onsider one individual SWNT that is in contact with the metal
lm and assume that the surrounding tubes are not in contact with

he metal film. We will assume that heat flows into the central tube
nd can then couple to the surrounding tubes through an intertube
oupling resistance Ri� �m2 K W−1� �defined on the CNT perim-
ter area Ap=�dLCNT�. Included in the inter-tube coupling resis-
ance are all possible thermal transport channels, such as conduc-
ion, radiation, and occasional CNT-CNT contact between two
ligned CNTs. Equating a thermal network model �Fig. 4� of heat
ransfer within the CNT array to an equivalent parallel effective
hermal capacitance and resistance of the SWNT yields the experi-

entally measured effective thermal properties.
Because the interface resistance is much larger than the intrinsic

WNT resistance, we model the thermal impedance of each nano-
ube as a lumped thermal capacitor in parallel with a thermal
oundary resistance Rb �K W−1� between the SWNT and the oxide
ayer. The total complex thermal impedance of an individual CNT
s

ZCNT =
ZCZb

ZC + Zb
�12�

here

Zb = Rb �13�

ZC =
1

i�Cth
�14�

here Cth=Cv,a�dbLCNT is the total heat capacity of an individual
ube. The total effective admittance of the CNT network is given
y

1

Zeff
=

1

ZCNT
+

1

Zs,eff
�15�

here Zs,eff is the total thermal impedance contribution from the
urrounding neighboring tubes calculated below. Equating the ad-
ittance of Eq. �15� to the admittance of the equivalent parallel
C thermal circuit,

1

Zeq
=

1

Req���
+ i�Cth,eq��� �16�

ields

Req��� =
1

Re	 1

Zeff

 �17�

Cth,eq��� =
1

�
Im	 1

Zeff

 �18�

frequency-weighted average based on a representative thermal
pectrum of the analytical solution of the metal temperature field
ields the total Req and Cth,eq for the SWNT in contact with the
etal film

Req =
��Req���X���d�

��X���d�
�19�

Cth,eq =
��Cth,eq���X���d�

��X���d�
�20�

here X��� is the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the metal

hermal response.
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We calculate the total impedance of the surrounding neighbor-
ing tubes, Zs,eff, by assuming a simple close-pack arrangement of
the CNTs shown schematically in Fig. 5�a�. Around the central
tube contacting the metal film, we separate by the average CNT
spacing the surrounding noncontacting tubes into concentric
“nearest neighbor” shells. The intertube coupling resistance Ri�
links the total thermal impedance of each shell in the network
�Fig. 5�b��.

From the CNT geometric arrangement, the total impedance of
the parallel ns tubes in the sth shell from the central tube is

ZCNT,s =
ZCNT

ns
�21�

where the number of tubes in the sth shell is

ns = 8s� �

2�3
�22�

and where s is the shell label �1, 2, 3, …� and  is the volume
fraction ��12% �. The total resistance between the sth and the
�s−1�th, shell in terms of Ri� is

Ri,s = Ri�	 1

Ainner
+

1

Aouter

 =

Ri�

�dL�32�

�3

	1

s
+

1

s − 1

 �23�

Combining Eqs. �21� and �23�, yields the recursive relation for
the total effective impedance of Zs,eff and all shells beyond

Zs,eff = Ri,s +
ZCNT,sZs+1,eff

ZCNT,s + Zs+1,eff
�24�

which gives Cth,eq and Req through Eq. �15� and the subsequent
relations.

In Fig. 6, we show the dependence of Cth,eq and Req, normalized
to the capacitance Cth,CNT and resistance Rb of an individual tube,
on Ri�. Figure 6 shows that Ceff and Req are essentially equivalent
to the individual tube values for Ri��10−3 m2 K W−1, indicating
that lateral conduction within the CNT array is negligible in this
regime. Using two vertically aligned MWNT arrays pressed to-
gether in an opposing configuration, Hu et al. �39� measured Ri�
=1.4 m2 K W−1, which is very large. While interpenetrating
MWNTs pressed in an opposed geometry is a variant of the
aligned SWNT geometry of this study, the similarity in thermal
transport in aligned independent nanostructures allows for a sen-
sible comparison. Owing to an increased CNT-CNT contact due to
mechanical deformation, the MWNT intertube coupling resistance
presumably provides a lower bound for the SWNT case.

Recent work using classic molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate the dependence of the intertube thermal contact
resistance between two aligned SWNTs on the distance
between the CNT walls show that for distances larger than

Fig. 5 „a… Schematic top view of a CNT in a close-pack ar-
rangement grouped into concentric shells of neighboring tubes
to calculate the effective impedance of the series of neighbor-
ing tubes, as assumed in the model. „b… Block diagram of im-
pedance network modeling the linking of neighboring shells by
an intershell thermal resistance.
�1.3 nm, the intertube thermal resistance is extraordinarily large
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Downloa
�10−4 m2 K W−1� �40�. That the intertube resistance predicted
y the simulations in Ref. �40� agrees reasonably with measure-
ents of the interfacial thermal resistance between SWNTs and

ctane �23� suggests that the simulations capture the essential
anoscale physics and that a phenomenon such as near field ra-
iation transfer is insignificant in this analysis. Based on the prior
ata and simulations, we believe that intertube coupling effects
re insignificant in the analysis in this work. Thus, the effective
hermal properties are entirely determined by the tubes that are in
hermal contact with the metal film, and the tubes in poor thermal
ontact contribute negligibly. If intertube transport were signifi-
ant, then the number of tubes that contribute to volumetric heat
apacity would differ from the number of tubes that contribute to
he thermal resistance and contact resistance.

If intertube coupling is negligible, the effective volume fraction
f tubes contributing to conduction is nearly identical to the ef-
ective volume fraction contributing to the heat capacity. Thus,

feff,R � feff,C = 0.0035 �25�
The calculation of these results exploits the directly measured

olumetric heat capacity and does not depend on the precise
nowledge of the true CNT film porosity, which is challenging to
irectly measure. This small effective volume fraction contribut-
ng to thermal transport, which we attribute to poor contact geom-
try, provides an explanation for the extraordinarily large thermal
oundary resistances observed in most nanotube arrays.

Additionally, if intertube coupling effects are negligible, the
olume fraction of tube contribution to conduction and interface
esistance is the same. Scaling the area-averaged interface resis-
ances by feff,R yields a value of 10 m2 K GW−1 for the individual
NT-Pd contact resistance and 32 m2 K GW−1 for the individual
NT-SiO2 contact resistance, consistent with the area definition
a. We believe that the two additional interfaces with the catalyst
nd SiO2 at the base of the CNTs explain why RCNT-SiO2

� is about

hree times larger than RCNT-Pd� .
It is useful to compare the extracted results of the intrinsic

NT-metal contact resistance with both other experimental studies
nd theoretical calculations. Utilizing Joule self-heating of a
WNT on a metal substrate, Kim et al. �10� measured the CNT-
etal contact resistance to be 29 m2 K1 GW−1, based on the area
=dLCNT, where d=14 nm is the diameter and LCNT=1 �m is the

ontact length. The reasonable agreement of Ref. �10� with those
resented in this paper suggests that the mechanisms of thermal
ransport between a metal deposited on the end of a CNT and a
NT lying on a metal substrate may be similar.
We can provide an approximate lower bound for CNT-Pd con-

act resistance using the acoustic mismatch �AMM� theory of

ig. 6 The effective thermal capacity Cth,eq, and thermal resis-
ance, Req due to intertube coupling effects normalized to that
f an individual tube as a function the intertube coupling resis-

ance Ri�
oundary resistance, reviewed in Schwartz and Pohl �41�, in

ournal of Heat Transfer
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which phonon transport across a boundary is treated analogously
to acoustic impedance mismatches. The AMM theory has been
developed and applied to thermal interfaces between three dimen-
sional materials, with insufficient development for interfaces be-
tween low dimensional structures of possibly differing dimension-
alities.

A proper characterization of the nanoscale interface is critical
because the complicated and ambiguous nanoscale geometry
strongly dictates the mathematical structure of the AMM calcula-
tion. Although a SWNT is often treated as a quasi-1D structure, its
interface with a metal includes 2D and 3D aspects. We make the
approximation that the nanotubes have a quasi-2D isotropic “flat-
sheet” geometry since nanotubes behave much like a 2D graphene
sheet due to the strong excitation of the phonon subbands at room
temperature �37�. We consider one longitudinal and two transverse
acoustic polarization branches as well as model the Pd as an iso-
tropic 2D medium. We derive the heat flux for a given temperature
drop across the 2D boundary analogously to a 3D medium as in
Refs. �41,42� to be

q̇CNT-Pd� = 	 1

2�

2	 kbTCNT

�

3


s=pol

�
−�/2

�/2

�CNT-Pd,s���	 �

cs

cos���d�

��
0

�d,Pd/TPd

x3� 1

e	x
TCNT

TPd

 −

1

ex�dx �26�

where �d,Pd�250 K is the Debye temperature of the palladium,
TCNT and TPd are the temperatures of the CNT and Pd sides of the
boundary, respectively, and �CNT-Pd,s��� is the transmission coef-
ficient computed using the AMM approximation given in Ref.
�41�,

�CNT-Pd,s��� =

4
�
PdcPd,s�

�
CNTcCNT,s�

� �
CNTcCNT,s�
�
CNTcCNT,s�

+
cos��Pd�

cos��CNT��2 �27�

where 
i is the density of material i, ci,s is the acoustic velocity of
polarization s in material i, and �i is the phonon angle of inci-
dence in side i. Computing the heat flux from the CNT side avoids
critical cone considerations since it has the higher phonon veloci-
ties �42�. Assuming elastic boundary scattering with no mode con-
version, the integral in Eq. �26� is limited by the lower Debye
temperature �Pd� since no modes at higher frequency can be trans-
mitted into the Pd.

From Eq. �26�, the boundary resistance is defined as

RAMM� =
�TCNT − TPd�b

q̇CNT-Pd�
�28�

which upon numerical evaluation gives RAMM� =3.1 m2 K1 GW−1

and is consistent with the area Aa=�db in which the phonons in
the CNT are confined. The AMM calculation predicts a boundary
resistance 3.2 times lower than the extracted value for the
SWNT-Pd contact, which is rather reasonable considering that
AMM predictions are usually much larger at room temperature
�41�. Typically, the AMM theory only applies at low temperature
where the phonon wavelength is much larger that the interface
roughness. However, we believe that the AMM model predicts
reasonable results because the Debye temperature of the CNTs is
much higher than room temperature ��d,CNT�2500 K�, so the cal-
culations are in the “low temperature” regime when performed
from the CNT side. Also, the nanotube-metal contact is atomistic;
thus, conventional surface roughness considerations in phonon
transport are poorly defined and inapplicable.

The consistency of the experimental results with the AMM pre-
dictions indicates that the intrinsic conduction between an indi-
vidual CNT and a metal film approaches fundamental physical

limits. Thus, increasing the number of CNT-substrate contacts is
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Downloa
he most promising approach for improving the thermal perfor-
ance of CNT-based interface materials. Moreover, the discrep-

ncy between theory and the measured data merits future theoret-
cal analysis, possibly considering more detailed modeling of the
anoscale dimensional effects and transport at the interface be-
ween the quasi-1D CNT and the 3D metal film.

ummary and Conclusions
This paper studies the room temperature thermal properties of
etalized vertically aligned SWNTs using a nanosecond ther-
oreflectance technique. We measure the total thermal resistance

f the TIM to be Reff,tot� =12 m2 K MW−1, which we determine to
e dominated by the interface resistance and not the thermal con-
uctivity of the CNTs themselves. Images of the metal film and
he CNT surface topography suggest a model for the CNT-metal
ontact, whereby only a subset of the CNTs are actually respon-
ible for the thermal transport. The results show that the effective
olume fraction of SWNTs contributing to thermal transports is
.35%, which is much less than the estimation of the true volume
raction of �12% from the catalyst deposition process. Based on
he effective volume fraction, the intrinsic thermal resistance for
n individual SWNT-Pd contact is RCNT-Pd,a� =10 m2 K GW−1

based on the annular area, Aa=�db�, which is in reasonable
greement with the upper limit predictions of the AMM theory.
hese results suggest that increasing the number of CNT-substrate
ontacts can potentially reduce the total thermal resistance of a
WNT array to less than 1 m2 K MW−1. Future work toward de-
eloping practical CNT based TIMs needs to address the CNT
ontact geometry as well as characterize the lateral mechanical
ompliance of aligned nanotube arrays and their effect on the
ontact geometry and thermal transport, particularly during ther-
al cycling.
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omenclature
Aa � annular area of individual CNTs, m2

Ad � cross-sectional area of individual CNTs, m2

b � thickness of CNT annular area, m
cs � CNT acoustic speed of polarization s, m s−1

cp � heat capacity, J kg−1 K−1

CCNT,eff � area-averaged effective volumetric heat capac-
ity, J m−3 K−1

Cth � thermal capacity, J K−1

Ctr � thermoreflectance coefficient, K−1

Cv,a � volumetric heat capacity of individual SWNTs
based on Aa, J m−3 K−1

Cv,d � volumetric heat capacity of individual SWNTs
based on Ad, J m−3 K−1

d � CNT diameter, m
RCNT-Pd� � individual Pd-CNT contact boundary resis-

tance, m2 K W−1

RCNT-SiO2
� � individual CNT-SiO2 contact boundary resis-

tance, m2 K W−1

RCNT-Pd,eff � area-averaged effective Pd-CNT contact
boundary resistance, m2 K W−1

RCNT-SiO2,eff� � area-averaged effective CNT-SiO2 contact
boundary resistance, m2 K W−1

kAl � thermal conductivity of aluminum film,
W m−1 K−1

kCNT,eff � effective area-averaged thermal conductivity of
−1 −1
nanotube film, W m K
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kSiO2 � thermal conductivity of oxide layer,
W m−1 K−1

kB � Boltzmann constant=1.38�10−23 J K−1

LAl � thickness of aluminum, m
LCNT � length of a CNT, m

ns � number of CNTs in shell s
q� � heat flux, W m−2

R � reflectivity
Rb � total thermal boundary resistance of nanotube,

K W−1

Rb� � CNT thermal boundary resistance, m2 K W−1

RCNT� � CNT thermal resistance, m2 K W−1

Reff � effective resistance of an individual CNT in-
cluding intertube coupling, K W−1

Ri� � intertube thermal coupling resistance,
m2 K W−1

Ri,s � shell s intertube thermal resistance, K W−1

s � shell number
t � time, s

Ti � temperature of the ith material, K
x � position, m

Zb � thermal interface impedance of individual
CNT-substrate contacts K W−1

ZC � thermal capacitance impedance of individual
SWNTs, K W−1

ZCNT � total SWNT thermal impedance, K W−1

Zeff � effective thermal impedance of CNT thermal
network model, K W−1

Zeq � thermal impedance of an equivalent parallel
RC thermal network, K W−1

Zs,eff � total effective thermal impedance of s concen-
tric shells of CNTs, K W−1

Zs � total thermal impedance of shell s, K W−1

Greek Symbols
�i � thermal diffusivity of the ith material, m2 s−1

�CNT-Pd � phonon boundary transmission coefficient
�i � Fourier transform of the temperature of the ith

material, K
�d � Debye temperature, K

 � density, kg m−3

	 � laser temporal pulse width, s
 � volume fraction
� � frequency, rad/s
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